
Our solid experience, good and reliable cooperation with shipowners and airlines help us to connect continents and to 
bring closer even the most distant places on the globe. We offer both express and economy transportations to suit your 
needs. Our customers can maintain their work whereas consumers can simply use their products.

Collection of the goods 
by the shipper

Handling and documents  
arrangement in the port

Customs clearance in Ukraine at 
RABEN UKRAINE terminal

Delivery to customer’s  
warehouse

Reloading onto 
the truck

Crossing PL-UA border

Container arrives at the  
port Gdynia / Gdansk, PL

Transit documents till Raben Polska  
warehouse and further to PL-UA border

SEA FREIGHT

HOW DOES IT WORK:

 	  Thanks to our own resources and large network of sea and  
  road transport agents we provide our customers with  
	 	 faster	and	more	efficient	access	to	world	key	markets.	
 	 	 Taking	into	account	significant	volumes	we	handle,	and	
  special conditions we agreed with shipowners, we can 
  offer to our customers very competitive freight tariffs.

FULL RANGE OF SEA FREIGHT ADVANTAGES

 	  Transparent costs – complex services with detailed tariffs. 
 	  FCL freight quotation (full container loading) and  
  LCL (less than container loading) - no matter how big your business is 
  or potential for further shipments. 
	  Prompt update on each transportation leg.



FULL RANGE OF AIR FREIGHT ADVANTAGES 

AIR FREIGHT

  	  Cooperation with reliable shipowners and express services.  
  Services «door-to-door» and «door-to-port» practically in any place of the world.
  Handling of all kinds of shipments: non-dangerous, ADR, oversized. 
 	  Transport documentation, cargo insurance, customs clearance services. 
  Shipment tracking and timely reporting to customer. 
 	  Storage in commercial and bonded warehouse, consolidation and deconsolidation of goods, labeling,  
  packaging, palletizing. 
  Integrated solutions for delivery.

 	  Different types of deliveries: Express, Standard, Econom. 
 	  Airport-airport, door-to-door, door-to-airport  
  (handling, air freight, import/export customs formalities, delivery). 	
	  Consolidation services, deconsolidation, warehousing. 
 	  Additional services of air freight: customs formalities, documents  
  processing, insurance.  
	  Full inspection of the cargo, services in packaging and re-packaging, 
	 	 X-ray	control,	final	delivery.	

 	  Air transport is the fastest mean of shipments deliveries. 
 	  Thanks to devotion of our employees, own infrastructure, and network of reliable partners  
  we can deliver any cargo to any place on the globe. 
 	 	 We	fulfil	our	customers’	orders,	meeting	all	their	needs	and	in	accordance	with	competitive	prices.		
 	  The peculiarity of our service is focused on costs and time optimization for supply chain.

HOW DOES IT WORK:

Collection of the goods 
by the shipper

Cooperation with partnerws to 
release the goods from airport

Customs clearance in Ukraine at 
RABEN UKRAINE terminal

Delivery to customer’s  
warehouse

Crossing 
PL-UA border

Shipment arrives to  
Warsaw airport

Transit documents till Raben Polska  
warehouse and further to PL-UA border

Reloading onto 
the truck


